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Abstract. Nowadays, the world is changing rapidly through the economic globalization. World Trade Organization (WTO) plays the most important role. In this article, I will focus on how China People’s Court can deal with WTO rules. I support that China People’s Court should grant direct effect of WTO rules in PRC law.

1. Direct Applicability of WTO Rules

With respect to direct applicability, Josephine Steiner & Lorna Woods said, “With the passing of this Act all Community law became, in the language of international law, directly applicable, that is, applicable as part of our own internal system.”¹, from here we can understand what the direct applicability is, that is, applying the international law as a part of the country’s own internal system. In other words, the provisions of the international law can be capable of application by national courts.

However, the direct effect which means that the international law has same legal status of domestic law is different. Although people use them interchangeably, direct effect and direct applicable are similar but there are different ². The relationship may describe as follows: “Not all provisions of directly applicable international law are capable of direct effect ……Direct applicability is a necessary precondition for direct effects.”³

2. Direct Application of WTO Rules By China People’s Court in PRC Law

Based on all the analysis and arguments I mentioned in the previous parts, I strongly keep the opinion that ECJ should grant direct effect of WTO rules in EU law. As a Chinese, I also consider the choice of Chinese Court.

In order to make China more familiar with international trade rules and get more benefits from world free trade, Chinese Court also needs to grant direct effect of WTO rules in EU law, because China has the advantage as “world factory”.

2.1 The current states of International treaties in Chinese domestic law

Before discussing the application of WTO rules in the Chinese court, we need to view the attitude of Chinese Court to the international treaties; it means that we must understand the status of international treaties in Chinese domestic laws. How China fulfills its treaty obligations.

The status of treaties in domestic laws is that, how a country deals with the reciprocity and conflicts between treaties and its domestic laws. In this aspect, different countries have different practices.

In the Chinese legal system, as the national fundamental law and most important law, the Constitution of the People's Republic of China has the supremacy in the system. Therefore, the

² As this book mentions, “the terms ‘direct applicability’ and ‘direct effect ‘have been used interchangeably by ECJ, yet they are separate concepts.”, <European Union Law> (translation), Wuhan University Press, 2003, first edition, P50
³ See supra note 18, P46.
Constitution is above the international treaties. The Constitution does not directly set out the relations between treaties and domestic laws. However, we may see the relationships from the legal provisions relating to adoption of a treaty. In China, the approval of treaties and important agreements are decided by the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress, and general legislations, for example, those relating to criminal acts or civil basic law, are also approved by the National People's Congress or its Standing Committee. Thus, the legal states of them are equal.

Legislations in Chinese domestic law can divide into three types according to their contents:

(a) The provisions of the treaty are applicable if the domestic laws have different stipulation from that of the treaty signed by China, except the provisions that China has declared to reserve. An example is the 1991 "People's Republic of China Civil Procedure Law" Article 238 and so on.

(b) The domestic laws directly provide that specific provisions of the treaties that China has participated in are applicable in relevant matters. For example, in 1995 Revised Chinese Trademark Law, Article 3 Implementation Regulation stipulates, "international trademark registration shall be handled according to the Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Marks"

(c) The domestic laws provide that a specific item is to be handled according to a specific law, but when the international conventions that China has joined have other provisions, the international conventions should be complied with; or where the domestic laws do not address the matter completely, the matter should be handled according to the related treaty. For example, Article 2 of the 1996 Chinese Civil Aviation Safety and Security Rule, Article 23 of the Usage of the Emblem of the Chinese Red Cross.

In principle, the treaties and agreements, which have explicitly stipulated by domestic legislative procedure to be directly applicable, have the efficacy to be applied directly in the Chinese court.

2.2 The current states of WTO agreements in Chinese domestic law and possible way to direct application WTO agreements in Chinese domestic law

2.2.1 The current states of WTO agreements in Chinese domestic law

In 2001, China formally joined WTO as a member states after 11 years’ efforts of China. China's accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO) is an important event in the advancement of China's reform and open policy. Considering the huge population of China as well as its important status in the world trade domain, the attitude of Chinese Court about direct effect of WTO rules has the very important influence in other member states of WTO Courts.

After China's accession to the WTO, the investors or trade businessmen are mostly concerned with the status of the WTO rules in the Chinese domestic laws, that is to say, how China fulfills its treaty obligations, whether the WTO rules can be directly applicable before the Chinese court or not. It directly related the individual rights for investment and trade.

It is surprised that, WTO rules still not applied directly in the Chinese court, and the main basis supporting this conclusion is the Rules of the Supreme People's Court concerning Certain Questions in Trying International Trade Administration Cases, where Article 9 of the Rules set out:

"…the court shall apply the explanation that is consistent with the provisions related to the international conventions, except for those that have been declared to reserve by the People's Republic of China."

Obviously, the Chinese court does not propose or carry out direct application of WTO rules in the judicial system. Through revising and formulating domestic laws, China transforms and implements the WTO rules and fulfils its commitment of accession to the WTO. The former Vice
President of the Supreme People's Court of PRC, Li Guoguang, stated that, the principle that Chinese court cannot apply WTO rules directly has two meanings:

“First, individuals and the enterprises cannot apply WTO rules directly to bring a lawsuit or raise a defence in court. Second, the court cannot cite WTO rules directly in its decisions as grounds of judgement.”

However, we should notice that WTO agreements still have great effect in indirectly way. Since China acceded to WTO in 2001, China has changed thousands of laws and regulations to match the rules of WTO agreements, which are the promises that made by Chinese Government.

2.2.2 Possible way to direct application WTO agreements in Chinese domestic law

In my opinion, based on the same arguments that I did to support the direct effect of WTO agreements in EU law. Besides one of the principles of application of international legal rules in Chinese law is that if there is conflict between international legal rules and Chinese domestic law, international legal rules will prevail, Chinese court should grant direct effect in Chinese court.

Considering the judicial system in China, my suggestions are as follows:

(a) At first, considering the legal effect, the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress of China should discuss and pass the legislation or decision that WTO rules have direct. Only using this way can WTO rules be really direct applicable in Chinese courts. Because only the law which passed by National People's Congress or the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress of China is the most important law and it has the strongest effect.

(b) To consider the difference between ability and knowledge of the judges among the different ranks at Court, I suggest that: only the Intermediate People’s Court and above (Advanced People's Court and Supreme People's Court) have the right to deal with the case related to WTO rules because the case related to WTO rules are comparatively complicated. If the law also allows the basic people's court to deal with those cases, it cannot guarantee the quality and the exactness of the judgments, which is a risk for the Chinese legal order.

(c) In case, there are some conflicts between WTO rules and Chinese domestic law, if WTO rules conflict with the Constitution of the People's Republic of China the Constitution of the People's Republic of China will prevail definitely. If WTO rules conflict with Chinese domestic basic law, such as Chinese criminal law and civil law, then Chinese Court should have the judgments case by case. However, if WTO rules conflict with the Chinese domestic law that lower than the Constitution and basic law, then WTO rules should prevail.

(d) Finally, considering the complexity of WTO rules, the Supreme People’s Court of China should have the final rights to give the judgment and explain the issues related to how to implement the WTO rules when there are some cases with the problems that the Chinese low-ranking court cannot solve.
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